SPORTING MAGAZINE HUNT MAPS
Publisher-M.A.PITMAN  [later Jas.Pitman - I.P.Pitman]
Mapmaker J.(Crane) Dower

These Maps first appeared in - 'The Sporting Magazine.' by M.A.Pittman. copies January to-December 1841-3 They appeared later in Atlas form under the title 'The Fox-Hunters Atlas' [24 maps] again published by M.A.Pittman. copy (BL Maps 16.c.31.) acc date 1834 [this should be1843] In this latter form they are usually coloured, with strong pastel outlines of county boundaries in Pinks,Aquamarine,Yellows & Orange/ Beiges,Green Parks and Red Rail lines. There would also appear to have been further Magazine issues in 1844 & 45 but to date no complete magazines have been located.

Size- Primarily 8.7" x 7.1" with slight variations, except for Albrighton - 11" x 7.1", Bramshill - 8.7 x 6.8", Blackmore Vale - 8.5" x 7.1", South-Wold & Royal - 9" x 7.1"

The original map titles appear as hollow uppercase letters, e.g. 'PLACES OF MEETING / IN / M.R DRAKE'S / HUNT.' but for ease of reading are shown below in uppercase bold. The Fixtures marked Thus • Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e/Square, London.' or J.Pitman/Ja.s Pitman several by I.P.Pitman. Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.' or 'Engraved by I.Dower. Pentonville,' Es shown on some maps only

NB.i The shorthand terms respectively. o.o.c = original outline colour/s.
NB.ii The 1926 re-issue of this book contains almost all the maps as in the original but most maps display minor or in some cases major variations to the originals and are therefore list separately at the end if this file.

Burton, Belvoir, Heythrop, Quorn, Cottesmore, North Warwickshire, South Warwickshire, Atherstone, Marquis of Hastings, Duke of Grafton, Mr Drake’s, Mr Muir’s, Norfolk, Hoar Cross,Cheshire, Cambridgeshire, South Wold.

Recording Notes-
i. The shorthand terms respectively. o.o.c = original outline colour/s.
ii. Any text in blue e.g. ‘CAPT SPICER’ informs the reader of some form of change or amendment to the previous copy and might be a addition, deletion, or even a change of font from lower to uppercase or visa versa.

Final note- The 1926 re-issue of this book contains almost all the maps as in the original but most maps display minor or in some cases major variations to the originals and are therefore listed separately at the end if this file.

8.3" x 5.o"

[i] 8.7" x 7.1". Title Lower L - 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BURTON / HUNT.' Lower R. Explanation The Fixtures marked Thus 37• 'Digby', Scale Statute Miles 0-10 = 2.3". [Landscape map,unc].


'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman October 1841 (BL LR 225 d) Loose copy (Bart coll)
[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series.]

'The / Fox-Hunter's Atlas....'[these maps have o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843 or later] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[ii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BURTON / HUNT.'
Railway addition - [1] Lincoln/Nottingham.

'The / Fox-Hunter's Atlas...'[these maps have o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1843 or later] (CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?'[Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[ /iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BURTON / HUNT'.
Additional Places of Meeting 'a' & 'b' affixes added 1-12,12a,13-18,18a,19a,20,21,21a, 22-27,27a,28,28a, 29-34,34a, 55 [35?], 36-39,39a,41-55. Additional fixtures- 4a,8a,17a,24a,27a,29a,36a,39b.
NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.'.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet- 'Fixtures of the Burton Hunt.'
NB. There is at least one later Atlas in existence with further possible map updating.

[2] ---------------------------------------------------------------

[ /i] Size- 8.9" x 7". Title Upper L - "PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / QUORN HUNT." Lower L. Explanation • 24 'GumbeY ', & Scale (-0-6 = 2.1". Places of Meeting 1-33, Railway 'Midland Counties Rly'
Landscape map, unc]
Border- sl, obbc Pi. 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' Meets 1 to 33

'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman November 1841 (BL LR 225 d)
[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 16-7]
'The / Fox-Hunter's Atlas...'[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet- 'Fixtures of the Quorn Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman Privately owned copy ( viewed 7/2017, Property of GL a Leicestershire Gentleman)

[ /ii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / QUORN HUNT.'
Places of Meeting in the attached index-additional 1,1a,2,2a,3,3a,b,c,d,e,4,4a,b,5,5a,6,7,7a, 8, 8a,b,c,d, 9,9a,b,c,10,10a,b,c,d,11,11a,12,13,13a,14a,15,16,17,17a,b,18,18a,19,20,20a,21,21a, 22, 23,23a,b,c,24,24a,25,25a,26,26a,b,27-41,42, 42a,b,43,43a,44.
NB. A small extension to the map lower R side for •23c 'Stockerstone Hall', another below for •24a,•44a 'Marston Village', this copy shows part of the Publishers address from the fist issue. Rail- [1] 'Midland Counties Rly' Leicester /North towards Derbyshire,South towards Rugby.
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.'.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet- 'Fixtures of the Quorn Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman  [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [38]) also Privately owned copy
(viewed 7/2017, Property of a Leicestershire Gentleman)

'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....'[this map has o.o.c.]

London M.A.Pittman (CB E493)

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?[Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

---------------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Size- 7.2" x 8.7". Title Upper L-'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BELVIOR HUNT.'
Lower R. Explanation.. • 33 'Ropsley Rise', & Scale ()-0-5 = 1.9". Meets 1-51 [Landscape map,unc] Border- sl, obbc Pi. 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr- Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.' obac-"For the Appendix see page 32"

'The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman November 1841 (BL LR 225 d)

'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....'[this map has o.o.c.]

London M.A.Pittman (CB E493)

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?[Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 32-3. Regarding the Appendix referred to obac this appeared on only one copy of several examined carrying the BL LR 225 d Shelfmark, to date there appears to be at least 3 issues of this Magazine, 'Old Series', 2nd Series,3rd Series]

[ii] Additional Meet Nº 52. No Railways.

'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....'[this map has o.o.c.]

London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BELVIOR HUNT.'
Additional Places of Meeting- 1a,9a,15a,20a,31a,36a,45a,48a,50a, 52, Raunceby Park Extra 52a ‘Burton Coggles’ the original Nº 52, 53,54,55.
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Belvior Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [42]/NLS)

---------------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Size- 7” x 8.8”. Title Lower L-'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HEYTHROP HUNT.'
Lower R. Explanation... •25 Tar Wood, & Scale ()-0-5 = 2.2" Oxford Canal shown. Meets 1-36 No Railways [Landscape map,unc]

'The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman December 1841 (BL LR 225 d)

[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 92-3]


'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....'[this map has o.o.c.]

London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HEYTHROP HUNT.'
Additional Places of Meeting- additional 1a,b,c,2a,4a10a,16a,19a,24a, 29a, 38a,40a.
Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Heythrop Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [31])

Additional Meets 30-42.

‘The Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [this map has o.c.]?
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/ CB E493)

N.B.-CB E493 [Mss Authors?Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/statess of the Atherstone, see above

Additional Meets 46-60 some name additions e.g. 54 ‘Corby Toll Bar’, re-engraving of names e.g. 58 ‘Park Hse. Railway- [1] Melton Mowbray /Stamford

‘The Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [map has green Parks only]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/ CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?|Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / COTTESMORE / HUNT.'
Railway- [1] Melton Mowbray/ Stamford/ extended into/ Market Deeping
Added Meets 1a,b,c,7a,9a,11a,12a,b,14a,b,15a,b,19a,b,25a,b,28a,30a,40a,46a,49a,
NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'.
Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Cottesmore Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [36])

[7]----------------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Size- 8.8”x 7.1” Lower L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DUKE OF GRAFTON’S HUNT.'
Area Northampton/Buckingham. Explanation.. • 30 ‘Creslow’ & Scale ()-0-6 =2.2” Meets 1-34.
[1] London/Birmingham Rly
Border- sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' No Es. [Portrait layout map, unc]
‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman January 1842 (BL LR 225 d) Loose copy (Bart coll)
[ NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 244-5]
‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/CB E493)

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?|Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[ii] Previous Meets 1-34. Added Meets 2a,3a,7a,8a & b, 9a, 10a, 12 a,b,c & d, 13a, 14 a, b, c, d, e, & f,
15a, 16a &b, 19a, 20a, b & c, 24a & b, 25a, 26a, 27a & b, 31a, 33a,34a,35a &b, 36a, 37
Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Duke of Grafton’s Hunt.’
London [M.A.Pittman] / R.Ackermann [BL date 1862] (Bart coll )

[8]----------------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Size- 8.8”x 7.1” Lower L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / WARWICKSHIRE / HUNT.' Explanation
• 55 ‘Woolford Wood’ & Scale ()-0-7=2.2”. Warwick & Knapton Canal shown. Meets 1-61.
[1] ‘Moreton & Stratford on Avon Railway’
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' No Es. [In Portrait,map unc]
‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman February 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
[ NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 296-7]
‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/CB E493)

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?|Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[ii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / WARWICKSHIRE / HUNT.'
Additional meets 0,2a,8a,10a,13a,21a,24a,b,30a,33a,35a,37a,42a,43a,44a,48a,51a,56a,58a,61, 10b,33b,41a,47a,47b,50a. Two map extension on the Upper R containing •10a and •24a

NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
'Fixtures of the Warwickshire Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [41])

[9]-----------------------------------------

[1] Size-7.1"x 8.8" Middle L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / CAMBRIDGESHIRE / HUNT.'
Explanation •24 'Waddon' & Scale (0-0-6=2". Meets 1-31, No Railway
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' No Es [In Landscape, map unc]

'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman February 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
[BL Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 296-7]

[ii] 'PLACES OF MEETING /OF THE / CAMBRIDGESHIRE / HUNT.'
Meets - 32 Kneesworth, 33 Everton House [re-engraved & made larger]
Railway- [1] 'Eastern Counties' North to South through Cambridge

'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....' [this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/ CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors? [Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING /OF THE / CAMBRIDGESHIRE / HUNT.'
Places of Meeting in the attached index-additional, 2a,10a,14a,15a,23a,27a,31a,b,
Additional fixtures 5a,b,10b,26a,27b,34.
Railway-[2] G.t North.n Rail’y Huntingdon through to Biggleswade, [3] Branch South of
St.Ives/Ely.

NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border - sl, obbc - Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
'Fixtures of the Cambridgeshire Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [26])

[10]-----------------------------------------

[i] Size-7.1"x 8.8" Lower L. Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / Aitherstone / HUNT.' Explanation
....•44 ‘Birchley Hayes’ & Scale (0-0-6= 1.9".Meets 1-47.‘Wley & Essington’ & ‘Oxford’ Canals.
'Birmingham and Derby Railway',[4] ‘Leicester and Swannington Railway’ with a short un-named
branch heading N.W. [5] ‘Birmingham/Liverpool’
Border- sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' No Es.[Landscape map, unc]

'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman March 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

[/ii]  'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / AHERSTONE / HUNT.'.
Small extension to R lower edge of map to show 'Rugby'
Places of Meeting in the attached index-additional 1a,b,c,2a,b,5a,b,c,8a,9a,b,11a,12a,14a,15a,
16a,b,17a,21a,23a,25a,26a,27a,b,29a,30a,b,35a, 47b.
connected to the R of the map title,[4] Lichfield/Burton,[5]‘Trent Valley Railway’(Lichfield)/
Walsall/Burton,[9] Branch around Ashby de la Zouch joins the Leicester and Swannington Rail.y.
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Atherstone Hunt.’
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[11]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[/i] Size-7.1"x 8.8" Upper R Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / NORTH WARWICKSHIRE / HUNT.'
Explanation... •44 ‘Corley’ & Scale ()-0-8= 2.4”,Meets 1-62.Stratford on Avon & Oxford canals.
Birmingham (4) Brnch Birmingham/ColesHill/Nether Whitacre
‘The Sporting Magazine…’
London M.A.Pittman March 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 364-5]
‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[/ii]  'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / NORTH WARWICKSHIRE / HUNT.'
linking branch.
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the North Warwickshire Hunt.’
London M.A.Pitman  [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [42]
‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  (CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below
Later change of Hunt name

Size 8.9" x 7.1" Lower R Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / MARQUIS OF HASTING'S / HUNT.' Explanation • 15 'Ravenstone' & Scale 2.4", Meets 1-32. [Portrait map, unc]


'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman April 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 460-1]

Later change of Hunt name to West Suffolk [1850s]

Size 7.1" x 8.8" Upper L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / IN / Mr. MUIR'S / HUNT.' Explanation • 5 'Gazeley Mill' & Scale 2", Meets 1-20. No Railway, Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' No Es [Landscape map, unc]

'The Fox-Hunter's Atlas...'[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

Example of Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers as yet un-located/unknown.

May 1842 to November 1842 issues No Hunt Maps published in the Magazines.


'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman December 1842 (BL LR 225 d)
[NB Vol xxii 2nd series or Vol 97 Old Series. pp 632-3]
'The / Fox-Hunter's Atlas....'[this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] [BL Maps 16.a.31/CB E493]

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittman's own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

[ii]  'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / CHESHIRE HUNT.'
Places of Meeting in the attached index-additional, 3?,7a,8a,9a,12a,13a,15a,17a,20a,21a,22a,
23a,24a,27a,28a,31a,33a,34a,b,35a,41a,48a,51a,53a,56a,58a,59. Map extension L side for •31a
Macclesfield/ towards Stockport, with a branch[6]NW towards Stockport.[7] Branch SE towards
Leek,[8] Crewe/towards Uttoxeter.

NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.'; 'Engraved by I.Dower.'
Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
'Fixtures of the Cheshire Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [27])

[i]  Size-7.1"x 8.8"Upper L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HOAR-CROSS / HUNT.'.
Lower L.
Explanation •24 'Blithbury' & Scale ()-0-8=2.2". Meet 1-32, Grand Trunk Canal shown.
Derby/Nottingham.

' The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman January 1843 (2nd Series- BL LR 225 d / 3rd Series- Bart coll)
Later change of Hunt name to Mr Ingram's (Hoar-Cross) [1850s]?

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HOAR-CROSS / HUNT.'.
Meets - 33 'Egginton'.

'The / Fox-Hunter's Atlas....'[this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[iii] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HOAR-CROSS/HUNT.'
Places of Meeting in the attached index--additiona 1a,17a,22a,24a,28a.
Additional Fixtures- 11a,23a,27a,33a,34-38.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
'Fixtures of the Hoar-Cross Hunt.'
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [32])

[17]---------------------------------------------------------------

[i]  Size-8.8" x 7.1" Lower R Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / NORFOLK HOUNDS.' Explanation
•58 ‘Wretham Hall’ Scale ()-0-10=2.2", Meets 1-58,No Railways. Horizontal coastal sea shading
[Portrait map, unc]
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es. 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

' The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman February 1843 (BL LR 225 d / Loose copy & 3rd Series Magazine Bart coll)
Example of Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers as yet un-located/unknown.


‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman March 1843 (BL LR 225 d / Loose copy & (3rd Series Bart coll)
[NB Vol 1 & 2 3rd series pp 180-1]

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas...’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [1843-?] (BL Maps 16.a.31 /CB E493)

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]

‘Fixtures of Mr Drake’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [c1843] (Bart coll)


NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]

‘Fixtures of the Bicester Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [23])
NB Formerly Mr Drake’s, later Bicester and Warden Hill


‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman March 1843 (BL LR 225 d / Loose copy & (3rd Series Bart coll)
[NB Vol 1 & 2 3rd series pp 292-3]

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

‘PLACES OF MEETING /OF THE /OAKLEY HUNT.’
'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....' [this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[i] 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / OAKLEY / HUNT.'
Places of Meeting in the attached index—additional 1a,b,4a,5a,6a,7a,b,c,11a,b,15a,20a,b,23a, 24a,b,c,26a,29a,31a,32a,33a,b,38a,b,39a,40a,b, 45,46. Additional Fixtures 1c,20c,29b,34a.

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Oakley Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [33])

-----------------------------------------------------------------
May 1843 to October 1843 issues No Hunt Maps published in the Magazines.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

[ii] Size-7.1” x 8.8” Upper L. Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DUKE OF BEAUFORT’S / HUNT.'
Explanation • 5 ‘Newark Park & Scale ()-0-5=2.2” Meets 1-41 [Landscape map, unc].Railway-[1] Great Western Railway’ appears [1a] across the lower R corner To Chippenham onward towards Bristol, [1b] across the lower L corner Bristol/South.
London M.A.Pittman November 1843 (BL LR 225 d / Loose copy &(3rd Series Bart coll)
[NB Vol 1 & 2  3rd series pp 298-9]

[iii] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DUKE OF BEAUFORT’S / HUNT.’ The map has two extensions outside the sl border Lower R corner side & bottom to accommodate extra meetings outside of the original hunt area. Places of Meeting—additional 42 Dauntsey Turnpike -56 ‘New Park’.
Railway- [2] Two branches SE from the Bristol/Gloucester line

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31 / CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

[iv] The map again has a extension outside the sl border Lower R corner side & bottom.
Places of Meeting—additional, a & b N°s on Map and List 1a,2a,2b,8a,13a,16a,18a,27a,36a,39a, 41a,b,&c,46a,51a,b,&c,53a,b,

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ ‘New Edition’[this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman  [c1857?] (Photocopy- t,p, Map & Meets from the DW coll)

[iv] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DUKE OF BEAUFORT’S / HUNT.’ The map again has two extensions outside the sl border Lower R corner side & bottom. Places of Meeting—additional, 1b,5a,9a,10a, 11a,13b,c,14a,16b,18b,26a,28a,32a,36b,c,39b ‘Lansdowne’.
Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Duke of Beaufort’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [22])

[21]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[1] Size-7.1” x 8.8” Upper L Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF / LORD GIFFORD’S / HUNT.’, Lower L. Explanation 24 ‘Charlton Park’ Statute Miles Furlongs-0=6= (2.1”), Meets 1-33 North Wilts & Wilts and Berks Canals shown, [Landscape map, unc]  

‘The Sporting Magazine…’

Places of Meeting in the attached index of 8 printed pages-no additional meets, still 1-33, Railway unchanged.Map has a overall pink wash with green,pink and yellow county borders,green parks. Border.- Map trimmed tight for binding so no obbc imprints visible /

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of Lord Gifford’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman (Example examined from MM Dealers Stock Oct 2012)

[3ij] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF / VALE OF WHITE HORSE / HUNT.’

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas…’ [this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/CB E493 loose copy Bart)

NB. Burdens Berkshire makes mention that a intermediate state may be inferred showing some of the meeting places mentioned in state iv ‘e.g. 34a would not be shown unless 35 had previously been issued.’

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

[3iiii] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF /VALE OF WHITE HORSE / HUNT.’
Additional Fixtures 1a,b,c,6a,b,10a,12a,13a.,b,15a,20a,21a,22a,25a,26a,27a,28a,29a,b,30a,31a.
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without  

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Vale of White Horse Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] ( BL 1295 [40] / NLS EME b.1.1 )

NB. Possible states /iv with updates of meeting places 32,33,34 & 35 and further state /v with update of meeting place 34a,added.

[22]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[1] Size-8.8” x 7.1” Lower L Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / WORCESTERSHIRE / HUNT.’
Explanation 35 ‘Bredon Hill’ & Scale (-) -0-6=2”,Meets 1-36, [Portrait map, unc]  
Railway-[1] Birmingham and Gloucester Railway’,[2] Branch W to Tewkesbury,
Border- sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr-Es.'Engraved by I.Dower.'

'The Sporting Magazine...'
London M.A.Pittman January 1844? Loose copy

'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas...'[this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Duke of Beaufort’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (Bart coll)

NB. A reproduction of this map in state i is published in a history of ‘The Worcestershire Hunt. by Thomas Read Quarrell.’1929’ with a claimed published date of 1836

[//ii]  ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / WORCESTERSHIRE / HUNT.’
Places of Meeting-additional, 2a,7a,7b,7c,10a,13a,14a,16a,17a,19a,24a,29a,33a,34a,37, Railway- [3] Worcestershire/Crowle. [4]In Mss Evesham/Kidderminster/.....
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Duke of Beaufort’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman (NLS EME. b. 1. 1.)

[23]-----------------------------------------------

[//i] Size- 7.1” x 8.8” Lower R Title  ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / EARL FITZHARDINGE’S / HOUNDS.’
Explanation •26 ‘Rendcombe’ & Scale ( )-0-6=2.2”, Meets 1-25, [Landscape map, unc]
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman February 1844? Loose copy(Bart)

[//ii]  ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / EARL FITZHARDINGE’S / HOUNDS.’
Places of Meeting-additional, 27-31, e.g. ‘Sudeley Castle’.

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas...’[this map has o.o. c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31 /CB E493)

[//ii] Example of Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers as yet un-located.

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

[24]-----------------------------------------------

[//i] Size- 11” x 7.1” Lower L Title,‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / ALBRIGHTON / HUNT.’ Explanation
Eccleshall/Wednesbury,[2] Part of Birmingham/Gloucester Rail.y.
Border- sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'
‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman March 1844? Loose copy (Bart)
‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas...’ [this map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31)

[...]

‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / ALBRIGHTON / HUNT.’ -cross
Places of Meeting-additional, 1*,2a,b,3a,3*4*,5a,b,7a,12a,15a,17a,25a,23a,37a,39a,40a,41a42a,
NB.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Albrighton Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [20])

May 1844 to November 1844 issues No Hunt Maps published in the Magazines.

[25]-------------------------------

[/i] Size- 7.1”x 8.7” Upper R Title,’PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / PYTCHLEY HUNT.’ Explanation • 1
‘Bulwick’. Scale ()-0-10=2.3”,Meets 1-64 [Portrait map, unc]
Railway- [1]‘Midland Counties Railway‘(Stony Stratford/Blaby) [2]Branch from Rugby / West.
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by I.P.Pittman, Warwick Sq.e London.'obcr Es.'Engraved by I.Dower.'

‘The Sporting Magazine...’
London M.A.Pittman December 1844? Loose copy (Bart)

[/ii] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / PYTCHLEY HUNT.’

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas.... ’ [this map has o.o.c. no map extension as below /iii]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843 or later] (BL Maps 16.a.31 / CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors/Pittmans own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Pytchley, see below

[/iii] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / PYTCHLEY HUNT.’
NB. A small extension to the map lower R side for • 35 ‘Oundle Wood’ to be added.
Places of Meeting-additional,1a,b,c,5a,b,c,d,7a,10a,12a,17a,21a,27a, 28a,29a,35a,b,40a,42a,44a,
A47 ‘Spratton, 48a,52a,b,c,53a,54a,55a,56a,57a,59a,b,60a.
Additional Fixtures un-numbered, ‘Choful Bampton’ & ‘Floore’
N.B.-Map trimmed tight for binding so with/without
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.' 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5”] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Pytchley Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [35])

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas.... ’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman (CB E493)
January 1845

February 1845

[i] Size-8.7” x 7.1” Lower L Title,'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / ROYAL HUNT.' Explanation •31 'Chobham' & Scale (-)0-6=1.3",Meets 1-33, [Portrait map, unct],Grand junction Canal shown.
Pentonville'

' The Sporting Magazine... Third Series N.S. Vol V February 1945
London M.A.Pittman March 1845 (BL L.T. 225 d 105)
Loose copy (BL b.23.e.15 OSC loan item / Bart)
'The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....'[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/ CB E493)

[ii]  'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / ROYAL HUNT.'
[8]Weybridge/Chertsey,[9]Branch to Uxbridge and Hampton Court and the Hounslow loop,

Produced for the Waistcoat map with booklet a trimmed flat sheet copy-
‘Fixtures of The Royal Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman c1856 (NLS EME B 1.1.)
NB. A note stated this map was also published in The Fox-Hunters Atlas, possible this may have been a later edition than the c1843 above

[iii]  'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / ROYAL HUNT.'

' The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....' ‘New Edition’[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1857?] Loose map from (Bart)

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of The Royal Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman c1856 ) (BL 1295 [44] )
NB-This was later changed to Places of Meeting of Her Majesty's Buckhounds

[i] Size-7.2” x 8.5” Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF / M.R FARQUHARSON’S / HUNT.
Explanation •56 ‘Punknell’,Scale (-)0-10=1.9”, Meets 1-58, [Landscape map, o.o.c] No Railway.
Border- sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by I.P.Pitman,,Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es. 'Engraved by I.Dower./

‘ The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’[this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (BL Maps 16.a.31/CB E493)
NB. Later becomes Blackmore Vale Hunt

NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors ? Pittman's own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see below

March 1845 [I.P.Pittman replaces M.A.]

[ii] Size-7.2” x 8.5” Lower L Title 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / BLACKMORE VALE / HUNT.' Explanation • 56 ‘Punknell’, Scale (-0-10=1.9”), Meets 1-58, [Landscape map, unc, horizontal line sea shading]. obbc Pi 'Pub.d by I.P.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

‘The Sporting Magazine…’
London M.A.Pittman March 1845? Loose copy (Bart coll)

[28]-----------------------------------------------

[i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state ii.
Border- si, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by Ja.s. Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' obbr Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

Additional Meets- .0, 0a, 4a,b, 6a,b, 10a,11a,b,c, 20a, 21a, 22a, 31a, 36a, 39a,

Produced for the Waistcoat map with booklet-
‘Fixtures of The Bramshill Hunt.’
[London I.P.Pittman] c1856 (NLS EME B 1.1.)

[iii] Additional Meets-.Oo,

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas…. ’New Edition’[loose map has o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1857] (Photocopy- t,p, Map & Meets from the DW coll)
NB This later became Mr Garth’s Hunt. ‘Places of Meeting in Mr.Garth’s Hunt’ list.

[29]-----------------------------------------------

[i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s the Additional Meeting Places state ii.
Size-7.0” x 8.75”. Lower R 'PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / VINE HUNT.' Title, Explanation • 32 'Popular Lane', & Scale (-0-5 = 2.1.
Places of Meeting in the attached index- 1-23. Hungerford breaks through the map border upper L.
Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by J.Pitman, Warwick Sq.e London.' Es. 'Engraved by I.Dower. Pentonville'[Landscape map]

[Farnborough/Basingstoke/Andover/Winchester.
Additional Meets-.0-09,0a,b,c,d,e,1a,2-4, 4a,b,c,5,5a,b,6-8,8a,9-13,13a,14-18,18a,19-22,22a,23,23a,b,24-32,plus un-numbered ‘Stipe’, ‘Bedwin Broil’, ‘Henswood’, ‘Great Bedwin’, ‘Tottenham Park’, ‘Coke Wood’, ‘Brinsdale’, ‘Fraxfield’.

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]
‘Fixtures of The Vine Hunt.’

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas... ’New Edition’ [loose map has coloured Parks and Rail lines only]
London M.A. Pittman [c1857] (Photocopy- t.p, Map & Meets from the DW coll)

Others Believe Published in [c1857] Atlas

[30]----------------------------------

[/i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state ii.
Lower L ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF / MR. T.A. SMITH’S HUNT.’ Title, Explanation & Scale. [Landscape
map] Places of Meeting- 1-52.
Border sl, obbc Pi 'Publised by J.Pitman,Warwick Square, London.' obbr Es 'Engraved by I.Dower
Pentonville.'

Bishopstoke Junction/Salisbury.

[/ii] ‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF /MR. T.A. SMITH’S HUNT.’ Title, Explanation & Scale
Meets marked 1-52, Additional meets marked by ‘a’ & ‘b’ Nº on Map and List 1a,2a,3a,3b,14a,
15a,21a,23a,29a,39a,41a,42a, (Photocopy- t.p, Map & Meets)

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ ‘New Edition’ [loose map has coloured Parks and Rail lines only]
London M.A. Pittman [c1857] (Photocopy- t.p, Map & Meets from the DW coll)

[30]----------------------------------

[/i] Existance & information inferred from the later state and the ‘Additional Meeting Places on state ii.
Size- 8.6”x 7.1” Lower R Title-‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DONNINGTON / HUNT.’ Explanation
•15 ‘Ravenstone’ & Scale (0-6=2.24”).Meets 1-45. Map extension R side for
‘Nottingham’ [Portrait map, unc]Ashby de la Zouch Canal shown.
Border sl obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'. Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

[/ii] Size- 8.6”x 7.1” Lower R Title-‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / DONNINGTON / HUNT.’ Explanation
•15 ‘Ravenstone’ & Scale (0-6=2.24”).Meets 1-45 [no ‘32a’marked]. Additional Meets ‘No 32a’
Reference

Border sl obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'. Es 'Engraved by I.Dower.'

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ ‘New Edition’ [in o.c.]
London M.A. Pittman [c1857] [BL Maps 16.a.31/ CB E 493]

[1/ii] Places of Meeting in the attached index-additions 7a,9a,11a,b,13a,24a,31a,32a, listed but not
found, A small extension to the map Upper R side for 7a ‘Plumtree’ 11b ‘Colston Bassett’

Railway-[6] Nottingham/Nth towards Kirkby Ashfield, [7]Frewash Valley Raily Sawley/Alfreton,
Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Donnington Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [29])
NB Later absorbed into the Meynell / Earl Ferres Hunts.

[31]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Size- 8.9”x 7.1” Upper R Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / IN / MR. LEIGH’S HUNT’ Explanation • 42
‘Chicksands’, & Scale (Furlongs 1-0-(7)) Meets 1-42? [map in Portrait layout]
Railways- (1) London/Leighton Buzzard/.....(2)St Albans/Watford,(3) Watford/Rickmansworth
(4)Leighton Buzzard/ Hoddesden/Luton/Hertford,on into Essex,(4)Hitchen/Cambridgeshire,(5)
Hitchin Great Northern line(6)Penny Stratford/Bedford

‘The / Fox-Hunter’s Atlas....’ [this map has o.o.c.]
London M.A.Pittman [c1843?] (CB E493)
NB- CB E493 [Mss Authors?[Pittmans] own proof copy] contains 2 copies/states of the Atherstone, see above

[ii] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state iii.
Size- 8.9” x 7.1” Upper R Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / IN / LORD DACRE’S HUNT.’ & Scale (1)-0-5 =
1.65”. Small extension to the map lower R.
Places of Meeting in the attached index-1-58.

[iii] Size- 8.9” x 7.1” Upper R Title ‘PLACES OF MEETING / IN / LORD DACRE’S HUNT.’ Explanation • 42
‘Chicksands’, & Scale ()-0-5 = 1.65”. Small extension to the map lower R
Additional Places of Meeting-18a,36a,44a,
Railways-[1]’London and North Western Railway’ [2] Branch to ‘Dunstable’ and West to Aylesbury

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5’] originally in red silk covers with booklet- [o.o.c.]
‘Fixtures of Lord Dacre’s Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [34])

Sequentially-
Mr Leigh’s Hunt from the [c1850s] Pitman Atlas but the hunt had already changed hands to Mr Brand c1849
Mr Brand’s Hunt [The Hon Thomas-Crosbie Brand]
Baron Dacre’s Hunt [Mr Brand succeeded to title c1853 but Hobsons Hunting Atlas took some time to reflect this]
Hertfordshire Hunt [ finally becoming The Hertfordshire Hunt c1880]

[32]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state ii.
Size- 8.8”x 7.1” Lower R Title-“FIXTURES OF / THE BARON ROTHSCCHILD STAG HOUNDS’
Explanation •13 ‘Wing’, & Scale ()-0-5 = 1.5”Places of Meeting in the attached index-1-34.
Railways-

[i] Size- 7” x 8.6” Upper R Title, ‘FIXTURES OF / THE BARON ROTHSCCHILD STAG HOUNDS’
NB. A small extension to the map lower R side for ‘Luton’.

Waistcoat map [2.5” x 2.5’] originally in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]
‘Fixtures of the Baron Rothschild Hunt.’
London M.A.Pittman  [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [37])

[33]-----------------------------------------------------------------


[ii] Size- 7.1"x 8.3" Lower L Title,'PLACES OF MEETING / IN THE / TIDWORTH HUNT.' Explanation • 48 ‘Clarendon Park’, & Scale ()-0-8 = 2.1” Additional Places of Meeting-1a,2a,3a,b,14a,15a,21a,23a,29a,39a,41a,42a.50a. NB. A small extension to the map bottom R for 'Bishopstoke Junct Station'. Railways- [2]Reading/Hungerford,[3]Southampton/Salisbury.

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]
‘Fixtures of the Tidworth Hunt.’

[34]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state ii. Size- 7"x 8.5" Lower R.‘PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / HAMPSHIRE /HUNT.’ Explanation • 51 ‘Brookwood’, & Scale ()-0-5 = 1.7” , Green parkland and red railways only. Places of Meeting 1-51


Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-
‘Fixtures of the Hampshire Hunt.’

NB. Copy unseen but mentioned in the eBay sales details for the ‘Fixtures of the Duke of Grafton Hunt. Aug 2017 no image or details given, present whereabouts unknown.

[35]-----------------------------------------------------------------

[i] Existance and information inferred from the later state/s and the ‘Additional Meeting Places state ii. Size- 7.1"x 8.3" Lower L Title,’PLACES OF MEETING / OF THE / SURREY UNION /HUNT.’ Explanation • 52 ‘Dunsfold’,& Scale ()-0-5=2.1”, Places of Meeting 1-62, Border-sl, obbc Pi 'Pub.d by M.A.Pitman,Warwick Sq.e London.'. 'Engraved by I.Dower.' Railways-


Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] originally in red silk covers with booklet-[o.o.c.]
‘Fixtures of the Surrey Union Hunt.’
London M.A. Pittman [BL date 1862] (BL 1295 [49])

[iii] Map and booklet unchanged except for

Waistcoat map [2.5" x 2.5"] in red silk covers with booklet, gilt title & vignette-[full colour]
‘Fixtures of the Surrey Union Hunt.’
London [Pittman?] / R. Ackermann (Bart coll)

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations / Symbols used in map notes-
Pi, Es & Ds equate to Publishers imprint, Engravers and/or Drawers signature
obbc / r / l Outside border centre, right, left
Tt outer, tt inner Thick & thin line outer border with double thin lines inner
dl Double lines.
Upper / Lower R / C / L Mean the site of the following text on the map
CoA Coat of Arms or Shield.
E&W England & Wales
Nth/Sth North or South
Unc Uncoloured
o.o.c Original outline colour/s

(BL Shelfmark LR 225 d for all 3 volumes)

Titlepage taken from Volume I -
‘THE / SPORTING MAGAZINE / OR / Monthly Calendar / of the Transactions of / The Turf, The Chase / AND / EVERY OTHER DIVERSION / Interesting to the / Man of Leasure, Enterprize & Spirit.’

VOL XXII SECOND SERIES
pr Vol 98 Old Series.
Vignette of ‘DUSTY’
Property of C.Cocks Esq.r Colds.tm Guards.

LONDON
Published by Pittman Warwick Square. 1841

16 Maps only.
3 bound volumes [ May-Oct 1841, Nov 1841 to April 1842, May-Dec 1842]

**Volume 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BURTON HUNT</td>
<td>October 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>QUORN HUNT</td>
<td>November 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>HEYTHROP H</td>
<td>December 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>SOUTH-WOLD H</td>
<td>December 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>TARPORLEY [Missing map]</td>
<td>December 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>COTTESMORE HUNT</td>
<td>January 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>DUKE of GRAFTON H</td>
<td>January 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td>WARWICKSHIRE H</td>
<td>February 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>CAMBRIDGESHIRE H</td>
<td>February 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>NORTH WARWICKSHIRE</td>
<td>March 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>AHERSTONE H</td>
<td>March 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>MR MUIR’S H</td>
<td>April 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>MARQUEE OF HASTING’S H</td>
<td>April 1842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[NB This Belvoir map carries the obac note Ref a Appendix.]

**Volume 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>OLD BERKELEY H</td>
<td>May 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632</td>
<td>CHESHIRE H</td>
<td>June 1842 to November 1842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB. Ds/Es for the maps is ‘I.Dower’ this is John Crane Dower.

(Bart coll )

Title taken from the covers of ‘THE / SPORTING MAGAZINE’ for 1843
[Assorted Sporting Vignettes surround this title]

LONDON: M.A. PITTMAN,WARWICK SQUARE;
SOLD ALSO BY SAMS,ST.JAMES’S STREET;GEEVES,141, AND ACKERMANN,JUN.,191,REGENT STREET; / ROGERS AND CLARK,NEWMARKET; SLATTER,OXFORD;PORTER,DUBLIN;/ SMITH,EDINBURGH;AND ASHER,BERLIN. 
PRICE 2s 6d.

THIRD SERIES, N.S. N° 1.’

1843 Set Contains 6 Maps only

1. Hoar-Cross January
2. Norfolk February
3. Mr Drakes March
4. Oakley April

No Hunt Maps in issues May,June,July,August,September,October, 1843
5. Duke of Beaufort's December

(BL Maps 16.a.31 R.P.L.BOOKER bookplate)

'The Fox-Hunter's Atlas Containing Maps of Twenty - Four Different Hunts. With Printed References to the Fixtures therein; Also a List of the Principal Inns At Which Proper Accommodation for Hunters and Race Horses Can be Obtained.'

ORDER of MAPS- [Dating c1848-50]

1. Allbrighton.
2. Atherstone (out of order).
4. Burton.
5. Cambridgeshire.
7. Cottesmore.
8. Donnington [formerly M of Hastings].
9. D of Beaufort's.
10. D of Grafton's.
11. Earl Fitzhardinge's (Cheltenham Country).
13. Mr. Ingram's (Hoar Cross).
14. Mr. Drake's.
15. Mr. Farquharson's.
16. Nth Warwickshire [out of order].
17. Oakley.
18. Pytchley.
19. Quorn.
22. The Royal Hunt / Her Majesty's Buck Hounds.
23. Vale of White Horse.
24. Worcestershire.

LONDON: PITTMAN, WARWICK SQUARE;

The purple text numbers above indicates Map presence in the Magazines, missing maps in first Atlas are Tarporley, Mr. Muir's, Old Berkeley,

'The Fox-Hunter's Atlas Containing Maps of Twenty - Eight Different Hunts. With Printed References to the Fixtures therein; And List of the Railway Stations Available.'


ORDER of MAPS- [Dating c1862-64]

1. Allbrighton
2. Atherstone
3. Belvior
4. Bicester
5. Burton
6. Cambridgeshire
7. Cheshire
8. Cottesmore
9. Donnington
10. D of Beaufort's
11. Ld Southampton
12. Earl Fitzhardinge's (Cheltenham Country)
13. Earl of Portsmouth's
14. Heythrop
15. Hoar Cross
16. Mr. Garth's
17. Mr. Farquharson's
18. Mr. T.A. Smith's
19. Nth Warwickshire
20. Sth Warwickshire
21. Oakley
22. Pytchley
23. Puckerridge
24. Quorn
25. South Wold
26. Vale of White Horse
27. Worcestershire
28. The Royal Hunt / Her Majesty's Buck Hounds.-

[4 un-named additional maps in the final edition of the Atlas ]

LONDON: M.A.PITTMAN, WARWICK SQUARE; ACKERMANN, REGENT STREET; AND / FORES, PICCADILLY.
Outdoor Life Magazine Editors’ Choice for Best Hunting App. Featured in multiple publications as an invaluable tool. HuntStand, with millions of downloads, is the #1 hunting app in the world and is the only hunting- and land-management app you will ever need. Using this app, you will have access to offline weather and maps of your hunt areas. You can edit your maps while out then sync them with your HuntStand account to further explore them online. Gain access to nationwide property boundary and owner information, our proprietary Hunting Land layer, 3 different satellite image layers, and many other useful interactive maps. View relevant written and video content from HuntStand Media including gear reviews, hunting tactics, useful tips, and much more. Top 10 Editor’s Choice Hunting Magazines and Complete List of Hunting Magazines. An informative magazine for outdoorsman, Field & Stream discusses the various vital topics related to successful hunting and fishing. Expert opinions, blogs, articles, reviews, and other hunting and fishing info make them a leading source for the outdoor sportsman. Subscribe now! 2. Outdoor Life. The primary outdoorsman's magazine, covering fishing, hunting, and boating. Outdoor Life even offers articles by experts, high-quality photography, and detailed stories pertaining to the outdoors. Subscribe now! 3. Florida Sportsman. For your Floridian hunting and fishing needs, look no further! Vintage Hunting & Fishing Magazines. Vintage Sports Afield Magazine July 1953 This cover painting for Sports Afield caused quite a stir among the public. In following issues several letters were printed from subscribers complaining about the sexual nature of the cover along with threats to cancel subscriptions should that trend continue. The editors must have taken note as Sports Afield covers quickly returned to more traditional outdoor themes. Vintage OUTDOOR LIFE MAGAZINE October 1937 with pheasant hunting illustration on the cover.